
FORM NO. (J) 2
HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE

DISTRICT: KAMRUP (M)

In the   Original   Court of the   CIVIL JUDGE No. 2   at Kamrup (M)  

PRESENT: - A. J. BORAH, A.J.S.
Civil Judge No. 2,
Kamrup (M),
Guwahati.

Wednesday, the 22nd day of February, 2017

Money Suit 191 of 2014

State Bank of India,
SMECCC,
Bamunimaidam,
Guwahati – 21. ………… Plaintiff

-versus-

1. Pradip Deka,
s/o Tankeswar Deka,
2. Labanya Malla Baruah,
Both r/o Kanaklata Path,
Kumarpara,
Guwahati – 9. ………… Defendants

This suit coming on for final hearing on 16-06-2016 and arguments on 25-01-17 

in the presence of –

Ms. Sikha Devi, Learned Advocate for the plaintiff bank; and

None for the defendants.

AND having stood for consideration to this day, the Court delivered the following 

judgment.

J U D G M E N T

1. The  plaintiff,  the  State  Bank  of  India,  has  instituted  this  suit  against  the 

defendants for the realization of money amounting `2,31,487.47p/-.

2. The factual array, as narrated in the pleadings, is outlined as under. 

3. The plaintiff, State Bank of India, is constituted under the State Bank of India 

Act, 1955. It has its corporate office in Mumbai and has one of its branch offices in 

Gauhati University. The Chief Manager, SMECCC is authorized to file this suit. On 29-09-

2009, the defendant no. 1 applied for a vehicle loan for purchasing TATA Ace Magic 
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from M/S Kiran Transport Co. Ltd., Guwahati. The plaintiff bank sanctioned `2,54,000/- 

as term loan on 29-09-2009 with an interest @13.75% per annum. The defendant no. 1 

executed agreement  of  loan-cum-hypothecation furnishing  the security  of  STDR no. 

30651321838 and three NSC certificates.  Defendant no. 2 stood as a guarantor  for 

defendant  no.  1  guaranteeing  payment  of  all  money  at  any  time  payable  by  the 

defendant  no.  1  to  the  plaintiff  bank  with  interest.  The  defendant  no.  2  executed 

guarantee agreement accepting all terms and conditions. The defendant no.1, however,  

failed to deposit  the monthly installments as per terms and conditions.  The plaintiff 

bank issued irregularity notice dated 20-09-2011 to defendants to regularize the loan 

account. The defendant no. 1 executed a revival letter on 11-01-2011. On 31-09-2012, 

defendants submitted a revival letter in favour of the plaintiff bank. The plaintiff bank 

issued further irregularity notices to the defendants but to no avail. It was followed by 

two advocate’s notices on 16-03-2013 and 03-06-2013 but it yielded no results. The 

defendants owe to the plaintiff bank an amount of `2,31,487.47p/-. Hence, the suit.

4. Defendant  no.  1  filed  written-statement  contending  that  the  suit  is  not 

maintainable in law and facts and the suit has no cause of action. The defendant no. 1 

contends that he is not aware of the terms and conditions of the loan as he was not  

supplied with the loan-cum-hypothecation agreement. Defendant no. 1 further contends 

that he was irregular two-or-three times in payment of monthly installments but later 

has been able to pay the same. Defendant no. 1 denied the receipt of any notice from 

the plaintiff bank. Defendant no. 1 also contends that the plaintiff bank, on 21-08-2015, 

issued  a  notice  mentioning  outstanding  amount  of  `76,784.34p/-.  Defendant  no.  1 

prayed for dismissal of the suit with costs.

5. Defendant no. 2,  too, filed  written-statement contending that  the suit  is  not 

maintainable in law and facts and the suit has no cause of action. The defendant no. 2 

contends that she is not aware of the terms and conditions of the loan as she was not 

supplied with the guarantee or loan agreement. Defendant no. 2 further contends that 

defendant no. 1 was irregular in payment of installments two-or-three times but later he 

has been able to pay. Defendant no. 2 denied the receipt of any notice from the plaintiff 

bank,  rather,  on  21-08-2015,  plaintiff  bank  issued  a  notice  mentioning  outstanding 

amount of `76,784.34p/-. Defendant no. 1 prayed for dismissal of the suit with costs.

6. Upon the pleadings, the following issues were framed on 19-02-2016.

ISSUES

(1) Whether the suit is maintainable in law and facts?
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(2) Whether there is any cause of action for the suit?

(3) Whether  the  plaintiff  bank  to  a  decree  for  realization  of 

`2,31,487.47p/- from the defendant along with future interest @16.25% 

p.a. from 07-06-2015?

(4) To what relief(s), the plaintiff is entitled?

7. The  plaintiff  bank  in  support  of  its  case  examined  Braja  Gopal  Sarkar,  the 

Deputy  Manager,  SMECCC,  and  tendered  as  many  as  18  documents  marked  as 

Exhibits. Vide order dated 29-11-2016, the cross-examination of P.W.1 was treated as 

declined. Defendants failed to adduce evidence.

8. I  have  heard  the  arguments  put  forwarded  by  the  learned  counsel  for  the 

plaintiff bank.

9. The learned counsel  for the plaintiff,  would argue that the plaintiff  bank has 

proved the liability of the defendants towards the plaintiff bank, as such, the suit needs 

to be decreed.

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREFOR:

ISSUE No. 1

10. The defendants have merely stated in their respective written-statement that the 

plaintiff's  suit  is  not  maintainable  in  law and  facts  but  it  has  not  been  specifically 

pleaded as to how and in what manner the suit is not maintainable. The defendants 

have also not pressed this issue by way of any evidence. The suit is, thus, maintainable 

in its present form and manner as well in law and on facts. This issue is answered in the 

affirmative and for the plaintiff.

ISSUE No. 3

11. The plaintiff bank has pleaded that it has sanctioned a loan of `254000/- to the 

defendant no. 1 on the terms and conditions mentioned in the loan-cum-hypothecation 

agreement.

12. The defendant no. 1 has, in paragraph no. 6 of his written-statement, pleaded 

that “… the statements made in paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 matter of record but the loan-

cum-hypothecation agreement has not supplied by the plaintiff to the defendant after  

execution of the said agreement, as such the defendant has not aware about the terms  

and conditions of the said loan”.

13. The defendant no. 1 has not been able to deny specifically  or  by necessary 

implication the plaintiff bank’s allegation of facts of sanctioning loan and/or about the 

defendant  no.  1  agreeing  to  the  terms  and  conditions  of  loan-cum-hypothecation 
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agreement, which tantamount to an admission. It is not sufficient for defendant no. 1 to 

state generally the grounds alleged by the plaintiff, but he must deal specifically with 

each allegation of fact which he does not admit. In the instant suit, defendant no.1’s 

contention in paragraphs no. 6 and 7 of written-statement is vague and evasive and 

hence, the plaintiff’s allegations of fact is taken as admitted by defendant in as much as 

for the applying as well as sanctioning of the amount of loan by the plaintiff bank. In 

such an event, the admission itself being proof, no other proof is necessary (Order VIII 

Rr. 3, 4 and 5 CPC and Section 58 of the Indian Evidence Act).

14. Thus, it can be held that the defendant no. 1 obtained a loan of `254000/- from 

the  plaintiff  bank  accepting  the  terms  and  conditions  mentioned  in  the  loan-cum-

hypothecation agreement.

15. The plaintiff's witness Braja Gopal Sarkar has deposed and substantiated the 

averments of the plaint in material particulars and P.W.1 has identified the authorization 

letter as Exhibit 1, loan application dated 29-01-2009 as Exhibit 2, sanction letter / 

arrangement letter dated 29-01-2009 as Exhibit 3, loan-cum-hypothecation agreement 

dated 05-02-2009 as Exhibit 4, Form A and Form A2 as Exhibits 5 and 6, guarantee 

agreement as Exhibit 7, notice dated 20-09-2011 as Exhibit 8, revival letter dated 11-

01-2011 by defendant no. 1  as Exhibit 9, irregularity notice as Exhibit 10, demand 

notice dated 19-11-2012 as  Exhibit 11, bank letters as  Exhibits 12, 13, pleader’s 

notices as Exhibits 14, 15 and 16, statement of account as Exhibit 17 and letter by 

plaintiff bank as Exhibit 18. The evidence of P.W.1 remained unrebutted.

16. There is nothing on the record to disbelieve the said Exhibits, thus, it is held that 

the plaintiff bank sanctioned the loan amounting `254000/- to defendant no.1.

17. The plaintiff has further pleaded that the defendants have failed to liquidate the 

term loan. The plaintiff bank has pleaded that there is an outstanding of `231487.47p/- 

as dues and hence, the plaintiff bank is entitled to the said sum.

18. The P.W.1 has identified the statement of account of the defendant no.1 as 

Exhibit 17. I have perused the Exhibit 17. It consists of five pages and at the end of 

the fifth page, the Branch Manager as well  as the CRO have certified that the said  

Exhibit is the printout of the such entries or data maintained and preserved in the Bank 

Master System/Core Banking System, which implies that it was maintained in the usual  

and ordinary course of banking business. The said Exhibit contains the certificate of the 

plaintiff bank's authorized signatory and is in accordance with the Section 2(8) of the 

Bankers’ Book Evidence Act, 1891 (hereinafter ‘the Act’). Needless to add, the Exhibit 

17 is admissible in evidence.
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19. Section 34 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872   makes the entries in the books of 

account  relevant  but  puts  a  rider  that  such  entries  would  not  be  alone  sufficient 

evidence to charge a person with liability. The data maintained and preserved by the 

bank in the Bank Master/Core Banking System kept by plaintiff  bank in the regular 

course  of  business,  and  the  Exhibit  17  is  the  printout  of  the  said  data  entries 

pertaining to the account of the defendant no. 1. Now let me further see if there is any 

other corroborative evidence to support the said Exhibit 17 because Section 34 of the 

Indian Evidence Act mandates that to charge any person with liability on the basis of 

those entries, the same must be supported by independent corroborative evidence. 

20. P.W.1 has deposed in his examination-in-chief adduced by way of an affidavit in 

paragraphs 4 and 5 that the defendant no. 1 availed loan of `254000/-. P.W.1 deposed 

at paragraphs 9, 11, 12, 13, 15 that the defendants were called upon to clear the  

outstanding dues against the aforesaid loan account but there was no response from 

the defendants. P.W.1 identified the notices as well as pleaders’ notices to defendant 

no. 1 as Exhibits 8, 10, 11, 14, 15.

21. The P.W.1 has also deposed in  paragraphs 17,  18 that  the plaintiff  bank is 

entitled to  `231487.47p/-  being the balance outstanding in the loan account of  the 

defendant no.1. The P.W.1 has further stated in paragraphs 19 and 20 that the plaintiff  

bank has repossessed the vehicle and obtained `24000/- through auction sale and also 

realized `16063 being the maturity value of the defendant no. 1’s NSC. P.W.1 deposed 

that the plaintiff bank, after adjustments, is now entitled to `191424.47p/- only from the 

defendants.

22. There is no cross-examination of the P.W.1, which would lead me to doubt the 

evidence of the P.W.1. The P.W.1 also identified the loan application as  Exhibit 2, 

which shows  that  the  defendant  no.  1,  applied  for  a  loan  of  `254000/-  and  the 

defendant no. 2 stood as a guarantor.  The P.W.1 has also identified the loan-cum-

hypothecation agreements entered into by the defendant no. 1 with the plaintiff bank 

and the same is marked as Exhibit 4. The above shows that in addition to the entries 

in  the book  of  accounts  (Exhibit  17),  there  is  enough evidence  on the  record  to 

corroborate the entries in the said Exhibit 17. There is no rebuttal of such evidence.

23. In view of the above discussion wherein it has been held that the plaintiff bank 

has proved to the satisfaction of this Court the Exhibit 17 and the entries made therein 

it is held that the defendant no. 1 and 2 are liable to the tune of `1,91,424.47p/-. The 

plaintiff  bank  has  successfully  discharged  its  burden  of  proving  the  liability  of  the 

defendants and the onus shifts on the latter to show that the same is not correct or that 
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the Exhibit 17 is not maintained in the regular course of business of the plaintiff bank, 

and in view of the discussion made hereinabove, it is evident that the defendants have 

failed to discharge their onus more-so when the defendants chose neither to cross-

examine the P.W.1 nor to adduce evidence.  Therefore, as the defendants have not 

liquidated the outstanding balance amount to the plaintiff bank and the total balance is 

`1,91,424.47p/-,  the  plaintiff  bank  is  entitled  to  realize  the  said  amount  from  the 

defendants.

24. A question arises herein. Whether the guarantor (defendant no.2) can be held 

liable to the debt of defendant no.1?

25. In view of the provisions of Section 128 of the Contract Act, the liability of the 

guarantor/surety is  co-extensive with that  of  the debtor.  The only exception to the 

nature of the liability of the guarantor is provided in the Section itself, which is only if it  

is stated explicitly to be otherwise in the Contract. The clauses in Exhibits 7 deed of 

guarantee are binding on the guarantor. The deed of guarantee  Exhibit 7  in terms 

states that the guarantor shall indemnify and keep the lenders indemnified against all  

losses, damage etc. 

26. Hence, I see no reason why the guarantor should not be made liable under the 

guarantee agreement,  the terms whereof clearly stipulate that on the failure of the 

principal debtor to abide by the contract, he will be liable to pay the amount due from 

the principal debtor to the plaintiff bank. Situated thus, defendant no. 2, as guarantor, 

is liable to clear the outstanding debt of defendant no. 1 to the plaintiff bank.

27. As far as the law of limitation is concerned, admittedly, the loan on repayment in 

equated monthly  installments.  The  Exhibit  17  shows that  the last  transaction was 

made by the defendant no. 1 in the loan account on 04-04-2013 by cash-deposit of  

`11000/-, as such, the suit filed on 08-08-2014 is well within limitation of three years in 

terms of the Article 1 of the Limitation Act.

28. As far as interest is concerned, the Exhibit 3 letter of arrangement shows that 

the agreed rate of interest for term loan is @13.75% per annum. The said transaction 

entered into by the plaintiff bank and the defendant no. 1 is admittedly for purchasing a  

vehicle, as such, the plaintiff is entitled to the agreed rate of interest. Needless to say, 

the  plaintiff  shall  recover  `1,91,424.47p/-  and  further  entitled  to  recover  interest 

@13.75% per annum on the said decretal amount of `1,91,424.47p/- from 09-08-2014 

till the date of the decree. The defendants shall also be liable to pay costs. This issue is 

answered in the affirmative and for the plaintiff.
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ISSUES No. 2   and   4  

29. Coupling the pleadings as well as the evidence-on-record and the decisions so 

arrived at from the foregoing Issues, it can be safely inferred that the plaintiff bank’s 

suit has a definite cause of action and is entitled to the decree as prayed for with costs 

of the suit. Both the issues are decided in the affirmative and for the plaintiff bank.

O R D E R

30. The plaintiff's suit is decreed on contest with costs. It is hereby decreed and 

directed that the defendants, jointly and severally, do pay to the plaintiff bank a sum of 

`1,91,424.47p/-  and further  to pay interest on the said decretal  sum @13.75% per 

annum from 09-08-2014 till the date of the decree. The defendants are also directed to 

pay to the plaintiff bank the costs of the suit and the same shall carry an interest @6% 

per annum from the date of decree till realization.

31. PREPARE a decree accordingly.

GIVEN under my hand and seal of this Court on this 22nd day of February, 2017 

at Kamrup (M), Guwahati.

(A. J. BORAH)
 Civil Judge No. 2
 Kamrup (M),
 Guwahati.
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A  PPENDIX  

M. S. 191/2014

Exhibits

Exhibit 1 – Bank’s Authority Letter
Exhibit 2 – Loan Application
Exhibit 3 – Letter of Arrangement
Exhibit 4 – Agreement of Loan-cum-Hypothecation 
Exhibits 5, 6 – Form A and Form A-2
Exhibit 7 – Guarantee Agreement
Exhibits 8, 10 – Irregularity Notices
Exhibit 9 – Revival Letter
Exhibits 11, 12, 13 – Bank’s letters to defendant no.1
Exhibits 14, 15, 16 – Pleader’s Notices 
Exhibit 17 – Statement of Account
Exhibit 18 – Letter by plaintiff bank to defendant intimating impound of vehicle

Plaintiff Witness

P.W.1 – Braja Gopal Sarkar (Deputy Manager)

Defendant Witness

None

Civil Judge No.2
Kamrup (M).
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